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EDITH BOUVIER BEALE – Kate Monaghan

EDITH (Act I)/“LITTLE” EDIE BEALE – Perry Payne Millner

“LITTLE EDIE BEALE – Sarah Elizabeth Edwards

GEORGE GOULD STRON – Chris Patrick

BROOKS SR/JR – Ernest Chambers

JACKIE BOUVIER – Kate Wall

LEE BOUVIER – Iris Susen

JOSEPH KENNEDY JR/JERRY – Jonathan Karns

JV “MAJOR” BOUVIER/NORMAN PEALE – Christopher Beale

JV “MAJOR” BOUVIER/NORMAN PEALE – Dan Stern (March 21, 22, 23)

MUSICIANS

PIANO – Kip McCharen

PERCUSSION – Rob Dunnenberger

BASS – Jonathan Goff

CLARINET – Paul Beum

FLUTE – Kristin Baltes